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Main point of the talk:

In the mass-proxy calibration, evolution has to be fitted, 
lacking doing so introduces a bias in the mass slope i.e. a 
systematic in the mass-proxy calibration. Of course, I 
assume that you already account for selection function, 
intrinsic scatter, …

The cosmological relevance of a bias in the mass-proxy 
relation is obvious to everyone …

Fitting programs distributed with papers.



Old practice:
Mass at high z is inferred from proxies calibrated at fairly low

z. A few examples:

YX: calib at z<0.1, used at 0<z<0.9 (Vikhlinin et al. 2009)

YSZ: calib at z<0.1 (Andersson et al. 2011 use YX), used up to 
z=1.9 (Mantz et al. 2014) 

LX: calib at z<0.1, used up to z=1.8 (many authors, including me)

Stellar mass: calib at z<0.1, used up to z=2.0 (several authors, 
including me)

This situation is the result of the lack of directly-measured 
masses at z>0.1, starting now to be available (WtG, CLASH, 
LoCuSS, etc).



Evolution of the proxy is assumed to be known (even if numerical 
simulations disagree on the expected evolution), which 
obviously implies:

1) If evolution in the Universe is different from the assumed 
one, then the estimated mass is biased. 

2) Proxy-estimated mass are more uncertain than often claimed 
(the error usually does not include the uncertainty on 
evolution). Since the Malmquist-like correction depends on 
mass uncertainty, a wrong error implies a wrong bias-
correction. 

These are trivial because related to extrapolation. Let’s go to 
non-trivial issues:

3) The slope of the mass-proxy relation may be biased (next 
slide).

The cosmological relevance of a bias in the mass-proxy relation 
is obvious to everyone …



The mass-redshift collinearity
Suppose for simplicity that <lgM> ≈z1 (e.g., because selection effects) and 
that 

lgY=s*lgM+γ*z. Since <lgM> ≈z1 , add lgM and remove z1 on the r.h.s gives

lgY=s*lgM+γ*z = (s+1)*lgM+(γ-1)*z 

i.e., probability contours aligned along s+γ=c, i.e. mass-slope cannot be
determined if evolution is unknown. 

Cartoon!!
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These regressions fit (almost) 
equally well. I.e. the slope of 
the mass-proxy relation 
cannot be determined from 
(these) data.

Collinearity (degeneracy) is broken by the vertical scatter (scatter 
in M at a given z), if evolution is fitted (and not forced to be as you 
want it to be)



Breaking the mass-z degeneracy is 
feasible and expected results are 

found: stellar masses



Richness-mass
(Aperture) weak-lensing masses 
from CCCP (Hoekstra et al.)

Richness as usual in my works, from 
CFHT Megacam images, 

23 clusters.

Analysis accounts for:

Mass-z collinearity

Sample Selection effects (i.e. 
incompleteness)

(non uniform) Mass function

Intrinsic scatter

Possible evo of mass-proxy scalingFrom SA&Congdon (2014, A&A, 568, A23)



Proxy evolution: -0.09±0.09 dex between z=0.55 and z=0.15. 
Precisely derived because degeneracy is broken by scatter in mass at 
a fixed z.

Intr. Scatt: < 0.05 dex (95% prob) Competitive with best proxies (as Mstar, Yx, 
fgas,). See SA&Congdon (2014, A&A, 568, A23) if interested in astro or cosmo
consequences, here I focus on mass-redshift degeneracy breaking.



Breaking the mass-z degeneracy is 
feasible and unexpected results are 

found: Planck YSZ



Planck 2013 (71) calibrating clusters

re-analysis of the very same numbers, 
distributed by Planck team
(accounts for selection effects, 
Malmquist bias, and instrinsic scatter). 
Calibrating masses from YX

Self-similar prediction

‘best-fit’



Assumed by the Planck team

Favored by fitted (Planck) data
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68%

99.7%

The proxy-mass calibration depends on whether evolution is 
freezed or fitted. Also here, the mass scatter at a give z allows us 
to break the mass-z degeneracy. 

This is not a critique to Planck analysis, breaking the mass-z 
degeneracy by fitting evolution is paramount, no matter what data 
are we talking about (see my previous example), no matter who is
making the analysis (i.e. is paramount even for other-people analysis 
of Planck data).



Is the unaccounted collinearity the source of the tension between 
CMB-predicted and observed cluster counts? 

Cosmo sample

At the catalog mass threshold, new 
masses are lower than old masses. 
Hence, of no help to reconcile 
cosmo probes: more clusters 
should have been observed than 
seen! (and they are already too 
many).

(very technical) Warning: because of 
one more collinearity, the value of 
proxy assumes a YSZ-mass relation. To 
derive the proxy value the YSZ –mass 
Planck scaling is taken, not the one 
derived here. Things may change when 
a revised YSZ-mass relation will be 
adopted to derive YSZ ! And we cannot 
hope to fix Planck problem by re-
fitting numbers in tables!



A) Measured YSZ evolution is different from self-similar 
(2.5±0.3 vs 2/3).  Care in interpretation: masses used 
for calibration are themselves proxies (based on YX).  It 
might be that YSZ is self-similarly evolving, and the seen 
evolution is due to a mis-calibrated (evolution?  of) YX . 

B) Because of the mass-redshift collinearity, evolution has 
always to be determined from data (i.e. fitted), also 
(especially?) when checking biases of YSZ , otherwise we 
can still interpret as mass bias what is instead a redshift
(evolution) effect.  



Conclusions

We all know that it is dangerous extrapolates outside the z 
range where the mass-proxy relation is calibrated.

We have shown that a bias may be present even in the z 
range of the calibration. 

Fitting evolution is key: it allows us to break the mass-z 
degeneracy. Lacking doing so (may) introduce(s) a bias in 
the mass slope.

Fitting evolution, i.e. breaking the mass-z degeneracy, is 
feasible with current samples (done for richness and YSZ) 
and sometime returns a surprise, (and the code for 
performing the fit is available). There is no reason not to 
do it.



Thanks Thanks

JKCS041 z=1.803


